Introduction
In this note we construct exact sequences valid for Witt groups over a fairly large class of rings A, which specialize to give a long exact sequence for the surgery Wall groups, and the classical sequence W. Pardon has also obtained this sequence, at least in the case of surgery Wall groups, originally by geometric considerations and at about the same time as we did, also algebraically, M. Karoubi has also obtained such a sequence.
Our sequence is constructed for Grothendieck groups of Hermitian forms rather than quadratic forms, as in Pardon's or Karoubi's work, although the same techniques yield the sequence for quadratic forms as well. An indication of the details is given in the appendix. We also point out that we do not require that the localized ring should be Artinian, as in Pardon's work. This permits, e.g., localizations of the form 2~ --, &,)~, which is not Artinian.
This exact sequence provides a computational tool of considerable power for studying these Witt and Wall groups, though we only make partial remarks on the structure of the various groups here. In particular, in view of Appendix 4 of [l] , it provides a generalization of the classical theory of quadratic forms and gives the proper basis for generalizations of Gauss-Hilbert-Weyl reciprocity. A crucial step is due to C.T.C. Wall in his basic paper [6] for the case A = Z. We are also grateful to A. Ranicki who pointed out several errors and omissions in a preliminary version of this paper.
* This research wassupported in part by the National Science Foundation grant GP MPS 7407491AOl.
Definition of L-groups
We define the Hermitian versions of the Wall groups which we will require, as well as the torsion Hermitian Wall groups.
We let A be an algebra over a commutative integral domain A, A central in A, A free as an A-module, equipped with an involution -, so AlAt = izhi. Example. A = Z, A, = Q. E = -1 and /3(x, x) = t= (-$), then p(x, x) does not lift to a -1 symmetric element in Q. As before, let K G G and K' = {g E G]p(g, k) = 0 Vk E K}. We say that (G, p) is split if there is a PLl submodule K E G, with the pair (K, G) SPLl, and K 1 = K.
We now define all but one of our L-groups. L;(A) is the quotient of the monoid of isomorphism classes of e-symmetric Hermitian form spaces under direct sum by split spaces. We observe that (H, p)O (H, -/3) is split, the diagonal A = {(x, x)1x E H} being a kernel, so inverses exist in L:(A) and it is a group.
,!$(A) is the quotient of the monoid of isomorphism classes of e-symmetric formations under direct sum by hyperbolic and graph formations. That this is a group is verified as in [7] by observing that the diagonal in (H, K1, K2, p)O (H, Kt, Kg, -p), where KT and Kz are complementary kernels to K, and Kz respectively, is a common Hamiltonian complement to KIOKf and K2@Kz, hence the sum is a graph formation.
We say a projective &module P is extended from A if there is a projective ,4-module P so that P = As On k Lz(A, S) is the quotient of the monoid of e-symmetric Hermitian form spaces (H, p) over A,, where H is extended from A, under direct sum by spaces which admit a kernel K, also extended from A. N.B. This condition refers only to the module H and not to the form /3 which in general will not be extended from any form over I?. L;(A, S) is the quotient of the monoid of e-symmetric formations (H, Ki, Kz, p) over A, with H,Ki and KZ extended from A under direct sum by hyperbolic formations and graph formations.
We note that these two monoids are in fact groups since inverses exist for the same reasons as in L&A) and L;(A).
L:'"'(A, S) is the quotient of the monoid of S-torsion e-symmetric Hermitian form spaces under direct sum by split spaces.
Lemma 4. LFJ""'(A, S) is a group.
Proof, We need only demonstrate the existence of inverses. Thus, given (G, p), we simply note that (G, P)O(G, -p) is split, since A = {(g, g), g E G} is a kernel. where (K1 n K2)* is a complementary summand to K, + Kz, and p is p restricted to K1 n K20(K1 n Kz)*. FI is hyperbolic, FI is a graph formation, hence the result.
We now prove a series of lemmas, which will be useful for 'calculations. Proof. Let f : A' + M -, 0 be a given surjective map. We wish to show that K = ker( f) is projective. Note that K is finitely generated and Z-torsion free and that if q is prime with p # q, then K 02/q = A'@Z/q = Z/q(r).
Recall from [3] that a A-module A is said to be of trivial cohomology if H" (H, A) = 0 for all n > 0 and all subgroups H of 7~. We now quote two lemmas from [3] . We note that we may define variant theories Li.f by requiring all modules and kernels to be free. As before, we set Liel(A, S) = Li.f(As), and we define L$' (A, S) by requiring that all modules and kernels be FPLl and SFPLl.
The Exact Sequence
In Section 5 we will define the groups L;""'(A, S) and show that there exist long exact sequences
S)+ L:'"'(A, S) + L;"(A)+ L;'(A, S) + L;c.'or(A, S) + LO'(A) + LOe(A, S) + * * * and (b) + Lg.& 1) -, L;,(A, S) + L::;"'(A, S)+ L;,'r(A)-+ L34, S) + + L;;""'(A, S) + L;.;(A) + L;,;(A, S) + * . e.
The remainder of the paper will be devoted to the construction of the necessary maps and the proof of exactness at each point.
Algebraic preliminaries
We collect some lemmas about PLl modules which will be needed below. is exact, the map on the left is a surjection, and Ext?,(M, A) = 0 since M is assumed to be PLl. Now construct an exact sequence 0 --, K -* P + M/M'-, 0, with P projective. Then it is clear that Ext:(M/M', A) = Ext,'t(K, A) = 0 for A-modules A, and it is well known that this implies that K is projective, hence that M/M' is PLl. 
Here, ft and fJ are surjective by hypothesis and Lemma 1, and the bottom row is exact. Now since h is surjective we must only show that im(fi) 3 im(fJ. But since fr is surjective, im(fJ = im(f4fr) = im(f2fo) G im(fA. H ence fi is surjective, and the result follows by Lemma 1. 
The definition of LTtor (A, S), and the connecting homomorphisms d, i
We make a preliminary definition. Given a lifting X of an e-symmetric S-torsion Hermitian space (G, p) an SPLl submodule K of G is euen if for each x E r-'(K) there is A, so 6(x, x) = A, +x,, and K is an even kernel if K = K' in G and x-'(K) = M contains a (projective) kernel 2.
Definition

2.
An e-symmetric S-torsion I-formation is a septuple (G, Kr, Kz, P, X, Ll, Lz) with (i) (G, p) an e-symmetric S-torsion Hermitian space,
(ii) K1, K2 kernels in G (not necessarily even), (iii) X is a lifting of (G, p), (iv) L1, LZ are SPLl in KI, K2 respectively and even.
We may form direct sums of torsion I-formations in the evident way. L;""'(/i, S) is now defined as the quotient of the direct sum monoid of e-symmetric S-torsion I-formations by the relations given in The definition for L;:;"' requires free and FPLl modules.
Before proving that L;.'"'(A, S) is a group and constructing the maps a: L;(.l, S) + Lt*'"'(A, S), i : LT'"'(A, S) --, L;(n)
we need to consider a special construction.
Note that in an e-symmetric S-torsion I-formation r-'(Ki) = Vi is self dual V, = V", and T-'(Li)C
Vi is even. Proof. We check Z,V is even. A generic of Z,V is (I + n', n'+ 1 +n) =x where n'cN#,lEL,nEN, and (
x,x)=/3(I+n',lxn)-p(f+n',I+n')-p(n'+f,n)-P(n, n'+l)-P(n,
n) which is evidently even since W is. The remainder is equally direct.
The following lemmas are equally valid for the free theory L;:;"'. Finally, fix WI, W,, but assume N'c N, then once more we easily show the equivalence of the resulting I-formations.
Lemma 3 follows easily. 
Finally, we have 
Sublemma 1. (H, K1, Kz, P)-(HOH, KIOK:, A, PO-p).
Proof. (Z-I, KI, Kz,/3)-(H, K,, K2,P)O(H, K?, KT, -P)=(H, K,OK2*. KzOK?, p 0-p).
Now A is a Hamiltonian complement to K20Kz, hence the result.
More generally, we have has coordinates (0, . . . , 0, Xi, x,+1,0,. .
.).
(The proof is repeated application of Sublemma 1.) Now, given (H, K,, K,+l, /3) admitting a projective self-dual lattice r-'(M) and even projective lattices X-'(Pj.i), i = 1, . . . , n(i), so that (~,OL~)nF'(M) and (LzOL:) n r-'(M) are projective,
and Pi,, n Pi+l,i is projective for all i, we must show that (H, K1, K2, p) is in the image of L;(A). Indeed, set
Then .Z"=Z and (K10A20A40~ * *0Azj-zOK*)nZ is a kernel by Lemma 5.1, and for 1 odd
That they are summands follows from Lemma 3.4.
The map i: Gj""'(A, S) + L:'(A)
Let (Y E L$tor (A, S) be represented by (A4, p) and suppose
is a projective (or free) resolution of M. Then, as in Section 1, we may take the dual resolution
O+P:+P; %M,-,O.
/3 defines for us an isomorphism ad(P) : M + Me. Set H' = PI 0 PT. Since M is S-torsion, there is a unique embedding C$ : Pz* --, Hom,,(P,, A,) = PT O-4,, extending the usual evaluation of Pf on PZ E PI. With this C#I we obtain a -E-symmetric form on W's B'), by P'((P7 (6119 (4,dz)) = 41(s) T h(P), and (H'O&, 0'01 j is a nonsingular Hermitian space over A,. As in [6] , set H ={(P, &lad(P)+) = 73(4)}, H c H'. Then 0' restricted to H turns (H, p') into a nonsingular Hermitian space over A. (H, /3') is split, admitting kernels &O(O) and (0)OP:. That these kernels admit complementary kernels fohows from property (c) of Definition 4. One now checks that adding a projective summand to the resolution (7.1) adds a hyperbolic formation, and that therefore the image of this constructed formation in L;"(A) is independent of the choice of resolution. Thus, we have produced a homomorphism from the monoid of isomorphism classes of S-torsion Hermitian spaces to L;'(A).
For more details and proofs of the above statements, see [6] , where proofs are given for A = Z, which carry over word for word to this context.
To check that it actually factors trough ,$'"'(A, S), we must verify that the image of a split form is trivial. This follows from two easy lemmas.
Lemma 1. A split torsion form is the image of a rational form under a.
Proof. We let (G, p) be a split torsion form, so there is an SPLl submodule K c G so that K = K*. Note that G/K is isomorphic under the adjoint map of the form to &. We now form a projective resolution O+P+PIK-+O, with 9 free. We obtain, again as in Section 1, a dual resolution If we now extend the usual evaluation form e on POP* in the unique way to Pep*, as above, and let e be the evaluation form on KOG/K obtained by identifying G/K with K, by ad@), we find that e(x, y) = e*((rr@d)(x), (~@?j)(y)) mod A.
7i : p* + G/K may be lifted to ii : p* + G, since P* is projective. Now we find that
mod A if either xgP,y~P or x~P,y~p*. Thus, the difference y(x, y) = e(x, y) -
is a As/A-valued form on P*, a free A-module. Condition (c) in Definition 4 of Section 1 now guarantees that it may be lifted to a f symmetric &-valued form y' on @*, which is A -valued on P*. We define a As-valued form Q on POP* by 
Corollary 3. The sequence is exact at Lt'"'(A, S).
Proof. Lemma 2 shows that ia = 0. Now suppose that i(M, p) = 0. Then the formation associated to (M, 0) is a direct sum of a hyperbolic formation and a graph formation. However, we may assume it to be a graph formation only. For, if we can lift the graph formation to an element y in LE(A, S), with ay = M, and to a resolution L + L" + M, with L" c y, we can obtain the actual formation from this by a change of resolution. Suppose then we are given the graph formation (H, Ki, Kz, p'), with KS a common Hamiltonian complement to Ki 
By tracing through the construction, it is now easy to verify that the given torsion form is the image of (KIOAs, 60 I), hence the result.
Corollary 4. The sequence is exacr at L.;'(A).
Proof. The composite (O&)oi = 0 since HOAs = Zf'@&, using the notation at the beginning of the section, and (HOAs, Pl@A, Pz@.4S, p@l) is evidently hyperbolic. Now suppose (OA.s)(cy) = 0, where (Y E L;"(A). We first need
Lemma5
Given (H, K, To obtain these results for the free case, we must again substitute "free" and "FPLl" for "projective" and "PLI". By methods virtually identical to those above, but taking account of 0, we can demonstrate the exactness of the localization sequence for the same rings for which the Hermitian sequence was proved exact. The details are not included since Pardon and Karoubi have already proved versions of the exactness theorems in these cases.
Appendix
